THE Q-TEK MODEL 432
SADDLE FUSION MACHINE

TAPPING TEE HOLDERS

Simple, easy to use and versatile, Q-TEK Saddle
Fusion Machines give precise alignment every time.
Gone forever are shims, spacers, chains and
complicated head changes the other machines require.
The Q-TEK machine can be used with all popular
pipe and tee sizes. Simply change the liners and the
Model #432 will accommodate 1€" to 4" pipe. To fuse
standard tees, branch saddles, or high-volume tees,
simply change the holder. Q-TEK holders and liners
are interchangeable with liners and holders
manufactured by others.
Durable, yet lightweight, these machines will last
through years of rugged use. Model #432 weighs only
23 pounds. Designed for years of rust-free service, too,
the durable cast aluminum frame has a baked epoxy
enamel finish and all steel parts are plated or painted
for protection.
Clamp a Q-TEK machine on a pipe and you're
ready to make a fusion without making any
adjustments. The alignment is always precise and the
pressure is always accurate. The results are
consistently good fusions with uniform melt patterns
and good beads around the fitting. Count on the
American made Q-TEK machines to do your job
everytime!
Heating iron repairs and re-coating services are
available. These services are prompt and affordable
because parts for all irons are stocked. Parts are also
available if you prefer to rebuild irons in-house.
Requests for user information and prompt
quotes-by-phone are always welcome. For the best
value and service in plastic pipe tools call Q-TEK!
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Holders are available for Branch saddles and
Multi-saddles (sizes must accompany order)

LINERS
From - 2" IPS OD to 11/4"

IPS OD

From - 2" IPS OD to 1• "

IPS OD

From - 3" IPS OD to 2"

IPS OD

From - 4" IPS OD to 3"

IPS OD

From - 6" IPS OD to 4"

IPS OD

From - 8" IPS OD to 6"

IPS OD

